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Welcome to the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra

The DSO has been offering the Educational Concert Series to school 
audiences for over 80 years. Your students will get to experience a live 
orchestral performance at historic Orchestra Hall and will be part of a 
long-standing tradition here in Detroit. 

This guide is divided into several sections each including activities for 
different age groups. To make the most of your Educational Concert Series 
experience, we encourage you to play the music provided in this guide for 
your students and incorporate a few activities into your lesson plans before 
attending the concert. The Detroit Symphony Orchestra strives to follow 
key elements of the Common Core by providing a Teacher’s Resource Guide 
to supplement and enhance the viewing of the Educational Concert Series. 
Through the introduction of orchestral music, your students will learn to 
observe and describe, and to compare and contrast. During these lessons, 
your students will make music, develop musical creativity, learn the history 
of composers and the source of their works, and explore connections with 
other disciplines. 

We hope you enjoy the lessons, indulge in listening, and most of all, we 
sincerely hope you have fun at your Educational Concert Series whether 
it’s at Orchestra Hall or through our live webcasts. See you soon! 

 

Debora Kang 
Director of Education
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INTRODUCTION

Gustav Holst

Gustav Holst was born in 1874 in Cheltenham, UK and was one of the 
most important composers of his generation. He is best known for his 
large orchestral work The Planets, but he also wrote stage works includ-
ing ballets and opera, songs, choral works, and music for small and large  
instrumental ensembles. 

Not just a composer, Holst also played the trombone. He was a principal 
trombone with the Carl Rose Opera Company and also played with the Scot-
tish National Orchestra. In 1903, he would also pursue teaching – and in 
1905 he became head of music at the St Paul’s Girls School in Hammersmith 
(London) where he remained until his death. He also taught briefly in Amer-
ica as a visiting lecturer at Harvard University, and he was even offered an 
opportunity to become a professor at the University of Michigan in 1923! 

In 1914, Holst tried to enlist in the military to fight in World War I, but he 
was continuously denied because of ongoing health concerns. As a child, 
he had struggled with asthma and poor vision, and he suffered from neuri-
tis in his right arm – which had kept him from becoming a pianist like his 
father. This even caused Holst to hold his conducting baton in his left hand. 
During this same time, Holst had begun composing his best-known work, 
The Planets, which would make him an international celebrity. 

With an initial inspiration of astrological signs and meanings, Holst used 
The Planets to solve structural problems he had struggled with when com-
posing major works. Holst was insistent that movements should not be 
performed separately, likely owing to his use of a hymn he composed for 
the poem ‘I vow to thee, my country’ by Cecil Spring-Rice which had be-
come quite popular.

Holst’s poor health and complications would continue through his adult 
life. He eventually died in 1934 in Ealing, London from heart failure, and 
his ashes were buried in Chichester Cathedral.

Holst was interested in many things in addition to classical music, includ-
ing culture and folksong, European literature, Hindu literature and mys-
ticism, and astrology. Through these interests, Holst’s The Planets is not 
supposed to be about the planets themselves, but rather the astrological 
characteristics of them, as they might apply to real people. The Planets is 
often performed along with connections to astronomy, or the study of the 
physical universe consisting of planets, stars, and galaxies. Even NASA has 
been involved ‘planet’ projects, but Holst did not intend for this to be the 
case, and the music is supposed to be linked with astrology, which is the 
study of how stars and planets influence people and events.
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UNIT 1

Mars, The Bringer of War
02

Scientific Facts: 

• 4th planet from the sun

• Distinctive red/brown color due to iron minerals on its surface that have

 rusted (think of a rusty nail!)

 - Sometimes called “The Red Planet”

• Smooth northern hemisphere, and rugged southern hemisphere with lots

 of craters and highlands

• Contains the largest volcano in the solar system (Olympus Mons)

 - Three times taller than Earth’s Mt. Everest!

• Evidence that there used to be water on Mars (ancient river valley networks

 and lakebeds)

 - Today, all water found on Mars is frozen below the surface at its poles.

   This makes Mars the only planet in our solar system (besides Earth) to

   contain water, and possibly even be hospitable for life

• Seasons on Mars last twice as long as seasons on Earth (due to the axis tilt)

• Two small moons: Phobos and Deimos

• Dust storms are frequent, and every decade a giant dust storm occurs that

 engulfs the entire planet in thick clouds

• 1 day on Mars is equivalent to 24 hours and 37 minutes on Earth

• Named after the Roman god of war, because the color red is often

 associated with war/battles

Musical Information:

•  Overall character: war, conflict

• This was the first movement Holst composed

• The persistent snare-drum rhythm and trumpet fanfares imitate the sound

 of an army going to battle (like you’d hear in Star Wars)

• Listen for the stringed instruments playing the opening rhythm col legno, meaning  

 that instead of drawing their bow across the string, they bounce the bow’s wooden  

 edge against the string (creating a tapping sound)

• Loud brass melodies swell suddenly, showing the violence of war as well as Mars’

 frequent dust storms

• Ostinato (continually repeated) rhythm in 5/4 time -- aggressive, unsettling, unwavering

• Begins the orchestral suite even though Mars is not the first planet, suggesting

 that the aggressive, warlike character is primal (and also grabs audience’s attention)



Listening Activity

Mars is clearly visible in the nighttime sky, even with the naked eye. While listening 

to Mars, The Bringer of War, imagine a cloudy night where the sky is so covered with 

clouds that you can’t see the space beyond it. Holst was able to create music that 

sounds like the music itself is covered in clouds. Then, almost immediately, the sky 

clears away giving a full view of the planet Mars. The orchestra at this moment is 

playing all together in unison in the most clearly written passage in the piece. 

Most composers tell a story with their music. Holst is depicting a mood or a feeling instead. 

After listening to this passage once more, draw or create a picture that depicts the 

mood or feeling Holst is trying to portray in Mars, the Bringer of War. Try using dif-

ferent techniques to give texture to your art by using different tools and color.

GUSTAV HOLST - MARS, THE BRINGER OF WAR
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jmk5frp6-3Q

ASTROLOGY vs. ASTRONOMY - MARS, THE BRINGER OF WAR

The Astrology

• Mars is an ancient Roman god 

• Is the god of war and the protector of agriculture, guarding crops and animals –

 the two main traits of early Rome

• Roman celebrations of Mars were in fall (harvest) and spring (military campaigns)

• Legend claims Mars was the father of Romulus and Remus, the founders of Rome

• Mars represents a person’s drive, determination, and ambition

The Astronomy

• Mars is about half the size of the Earth

• Has seasons, volcanoes and weather just like Earth, and it probably had life at one

 point in time

• Even though a day on Mars is almost the same as on Earth, a year on Mars is nearly  

 twice as long

• Ancient civilizations knew of Mars because it is so easily seen in the night sky,

 even without a telescope
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UNIT 2

Venus, The Bringer
of Peace

Scientific Facts: 

• 2nd planet from the sun

• The hottest planet in the solar system (surface temperature = 863 F)

 - Its thick atmosphere traps heat from the sun

• The brightest object in our night sky besides the moon

 - Thick, yellow sulfuric clouds cover the planet and reflect 60% of sunlight back

  into space, thus making it appear so bright to us

• Has the most volcanoes of any planet in our solar system: 1600 volcanoes total

 - Most are dormant, but scientists believe some may still be active

• No moons or rings

• “Retrograde rotation” -- spins clockwise instead of counterclockwise like most other

 planets, likely due to a collision with a large space object billions of years ago

 - Only Uranus also rotates clockwise

• 1 day on Venus is equivalent to 116 days and 18 hours on Earth 

 - This means a day on Venus is longer than a year on Venus, as it only takes

  Venus 224.7 (Earth) days to orbit the sun

• Named after the Roman goddess of love and beauty

Musical Information:

• Overall character = peace

• In astrology (and in Holst’s interpretation), Venus restores the peace after Mars’

 conflict/disorder

 - Imogen Holst (Holst’s daughter) said that “Venus has to try and bring the

  right answer to Mars”

• The horns that were so aggressive in the Mars movement are now playing long, slow, 

 mystical melodies

• Listen to how the horns and the flutes seem to call and respond to each other in the 

 opening, as if in peaceful dialogue

• Contrasts with Mars:

 - dynamics mainly between pp and mp (vs. ff and ffff in Mars)

 - Primarily higher register instruments (vs. low and heavy brass in Mars)

 - Slower, smoother tempo (vs. persistent, faster paced beats in Mars)

• Listen for the harp, flute, and celesta at the end of the movement, whose sounds

 appear to “sparkle” and depict the heavens
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Writing Activity – PEACEFUL DIALOGUE

The opening of Venus, The Bringer of Peace is a peaceful and calm dialogue between 

French horns and flutes. The horn line ascends (goes up) like how the pitch of your 

voice goes up when you’re asking a question and the flute line descends, like how the 

pitch of your voice goes down when you’re answering a question.

A writing composition can be quite musical. Spoken word poetry is a form of poetry that 

doesn’t have to rhyme, but certain parts can be rhymed to emphasize an image or give 

it a lyrical or musical quality. Spoken word poems will sometimes contain elements of 

hip-hop, folk music, or jazz to enhance the rhythmic presentation. 

Using Holst’s peaceful conversation example, write a lyrical poem using the

question and answer model. 

Example Poem by Christina Rossetti:

Who has seen the wind? 

Neither I nor you:

But when the leaves hang trembling

The wind is passing thro’. 

Who has seen the wind? 

Neither you nor I:

But when the trees bow down their heads 

The wind is passing by. 

GUSTAV HOLST - VENUS, THE BRINGER OF PEACE
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE6_PacCnRw

ASTROLOGY vs. ASTRONOMY - VENUS, THE BRINGER OF PEACE

The Astrology

• Venus is not an original Roman goddess, but rather one borrowed from a group of

 native Italians called the Latins, and is the goddess of gardens and cultivation

• Venus became associated with Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of love, but in the Roman

 tradition, this came to also represent military victory, hence the “bringer of peace”

• The ‘victory’ association was popular because of two important temples built in Rome,

 one by Pompeius and another by Julius Caesar

• Venus represents a person’s relationships, finances and material possessions

The Astronomy

• Not the closest planet to the sun, but it is the hottest

• Atmosphere is primarily greenhouse gases, trapping heat on planet surface

• Venus is so hot, metal would melt into pools of liquid on the surface

• Venus spins backwards so the sun rises in the west and sets in the east, but 

 sunrise only happens every 117 days

• A single day on Venus is longer than a whole year on Venus
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UNIT 3

Uranus,
The Magician

Scientific Facts: 

• 7th planet from the sun

• Uranus is HUGE. It’s about four times wider than earth. 

 - If Earth were a large apple, Uranus would be the size of a basketball.

• Most of its mass is a hot, dense fluid of “icy” materials – water. 

• Has 27 known moons all named after characters from the works of William

 Shakespeare and Alexander Pope. 

• Has 13 known rings. The inner rings are narrow and ark and the outer rings

 are brightly colored

• Discovered in 1781 by astronomer William Hershchel, although he originally

 thought it was a comet or a star.

Musical Information:

• Overall character = magical

• Just like a magician, Holst shows many tricks musically almost immediately.

 - Holst uses lots of different rhythm, dynamics and textures throughout

  the piece to give it a “magical” feel.

• Towards the end, there are some mysterious incantations, long chords which

 then disappears into thin air.

Uranus is barely visible without a telescope because it is not a bright, shiny 
planet. It also has rings like the very bright planet Saturn, but the rings are 
also very dark.
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Listening Activity

Have you ever seen a magic show or someone showing a magic trick? At first, you’re 

feeling excited to see what the trick is, but then, you’re immediately left wondering 

what just happened, feeling shock and wonder. Finally, when the trick is finished, 

you’re left speechless and amazed at the same time! Holst can take us on this roller 

coaster of a movement, making us feel many different emotions and thoughts. 

As you listen to Uranus, The Magician, ask your class to listen for patterns and have 

them draw those patterns with lines and shapes on a piece of paper. Listen for pos-

sible changes in the pattern. When you hear a difference in the music, change the 

lines and/or shapes to fit the new pattern. This will be an abstract representation of 

the whole piece.

GUSTAV HOLST - URANUS, THE MAGICIAN
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDFGmiXnLjU

ASTROLOGY vs. ASTRONOMY - URANUS, THE MAGICIAN

The Astrology

• Uranus is another ‘borrowed’ Roman god, and is known as the Greek god Caelus,

 but is also the Jewish god Yahweh

• Holst refers to Uranus as the magician, and the astrological name is also

 ‘The Awakener’ but the magician title comes from the astrological association

 with big surprises

• Uranus represents changes in a person’s life

The Astronomy

• Uranus has at least 27 moons

• Uranus, like Saturn has rings, but they are difficult to see because they are much darker

• It takes 84 years for Uranus to travel around the sun one time
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UNIT 4

Saturn, The Bringer
of Old Age

Scientific Facts: 

• 2nd largest planet in the solar system

• A gas giant, just like Jupiter -- made of swirling gases and liquids that are held

 together by gravity; doesn’t have a hard “surface” you can stand upon like on Earth

• Made primarily of hydrogen and helium, just like Jupiter and the sun

• Like Jupiter, Saturn has visible “spots” that are giant storms

• 62 moons

• Most famous for its 30 or more rings, grouped into 7 larger ring formations

 - These rings are not solid, they are made of chunks of ice and dust ranging in

 - Each ring orbits around Saturn independently of the other rings, each at their  

  own speed

• Saturn is less dense than water, meaning if it was put in a giant bathtub it would float!

• 1 day on Saturn is equivalent to 10 hours and 42 minutes on Earth

• Named after Jupiter’s father Saturn, who was the god of agriculture and usually

 portrayed as a very old man

Musical Information:

• Overall character: growing older and fulfilling life experiences

• Holst’s favorite movement

• This movement shows growth over time, not just details of a particular character/mood

• Overall slow tempo suggests slow walking pace of the elderly

• Begins by briefly portraying the drama and wonder of the start of human life through 

 slow, eerie/unsettling chords

 - The alternating of the chords represents the ticking of a clock

  (the passing of time)

• The music slowly builds up, getting louder and more intense as the human grows older

• After the loudest point, the music drops down to a soft, calm, and mature melody,

 depicting the serenity and acceptance of old age once one has experienced many

 things in their lifetime

• Saturn’s portrayal of old age can be viewed both positively and negatively: the tragedy

 of life ending and physical decay, or the happiness of having lived a full life

Saturn is the second largest planet in our solar system, but because it is 
mainly made of hydrogen and helium, it is the least dense planet. How 
would a composer depict weightlessness in music?
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Movement Activity

Play the first 2 minutes of the movement Saturn, The Bringer of Old Age, and have the 

students move to the music, encouraging the students be creative in their movement 

interpretation. 

What did each student hear? How did Holst achieve the “weightless” feel in this 

movement? Did you know that the slow pulse of the flutes in the beginning and 

throughout the first two minutes represent the ticking of a clock? It’s much slower 

than a normal “second”, making the tempo feel much slower. 

 

There are also very few musicians playing, making it feel light and almost empty.

GUSTAV HOLST - SATURN, THE BRINGER OF OLD AGE
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MO5sB56rfzA

ASTROLOGY vs. ASTRONOMY - SATURN, THE BRINGER OF OLD AGE

The Astrology

• The festivals for Saturn were the most popular in Rome

• We still see influences in Saturn in modern day Christmas and New Year’s celebrations

• In Greek myth, Saturn was exiled by Zeus and taught his followers

 peaceful arts and agriculture

• Saturn represents the traditions in a person’s life

The Astronomy

• Saturn’s rings are made up of ice and rock

• When Galileo saw Saturn’s rings in the 1600s through a telescope, he thought

 the planet had handles

• One year on Saturn is the same as 29 Earth years
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UNIT 5

Jupiter, The Bringer
of Jollity

Scientific Facts: 

• The largest planet in the solar system

 - Jupiter is as wide as 11 earths side-by-side

 - In total mass, Jupiter is equivalent to about 317 Earths

• 4 rings

• 79 moons

• 1 day on Jupiter is equivalent to 9 hours and 56 minutes on Earth

• Gas giant -- made of swirling gases and liquids that are held together by gravity;

 doesn’t have a hard “surface” like on Earth

• The main gases on Jupiter are the same gases that make our sun: hydrogen and helium

• “Spots” are visible on Jupiter -- these are actually giant storms that last for years!

 - The most famous spot is The Great Red Spot, which is a storm twice as wide as

  the Earth that has been going on for over 300 years

• Named after the Roman king of the gods since it is the largest planet

Musical Information:

• Overall character: joy, celebratory

• Opens with energizing waves of 16th notes in the strings (a sound that almost

 shimmers) and joyous brass fanfares

• Transitions abruptly between brass fanfares, folktunes, patriotic themes
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Listening Activity

In Jupiter, The Bringer of Jollity, the slow middle section’s melody was later turned into 

the British patriotic song “I Vow to Thee, My Country”

ACTIVITY IDEA #1:

Play a clip of the original melody and a clip of the British tune for students to

compare and contrast.

ACTIVITY IDEA #2:

Did you know Jupiter has at least 79 moons that we know of? Listen to Jupiter, The 

Bringer of Jollity, and see how many different parts there are in this music – it’s not 

79, but it’s a lot! You can hear there is so much happening. The steady beat is not as 

clear as it usually is in the rest of the movement. How many different instruments 

were you able to identify? 

*The lyrics come from a poem by British poet Sir Cecil Spring Rice

*excerpt from Wikipedia page

GUSTAV HOLST - JUPITER, THE BRINGER OF JOLLITY
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gu77Vtja30c

“I VOW TO THEE, MY COUNTRY”*
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6ZvylOSy5A

ASTROLOGY vs. ASTRONOMY - JUPITER, THE BRINGER OF JOLLITY

The Astrology

• Jupiter was the chief of Roman gods, and is the same as Zeus in Greek myth

• A sky-god, he was known as the bringer of light

• Jupiter represents growth, good fortune and miracles

The Astronomy

• The surface of Jupiter is actually gas, so it is not solid

• Jupiter has at least 79 moons

• The big red spot on Jupiter is actually a giant storm that has been going

 non-stop for hundreds of years and is more than twice the size of the Earth
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Planetariums in/near Detroit:

• Wayne State Planetarium: https://planetarium.wayne.edu/

 - Free public planetarium shows Friday nights at 7pm and 8:30pm

 - Free young astronomers planetarium shows on second Saturday of

  each month at 11am

 - In-person shows currently cancelled, but virtual shows and lectures available

• Dassault Systemes Planetarium

 - At the Michigan Science Center

 - Show times varied Wednesdays-Sundays

 - Cost: must pay admission to museum and additional planetarium show 

  fee, ~$23/adults, $19/ages 2-12, free/kids under 2, $3/members

 - Unclear if shows still happening during COVID

• Hammond Planetarium: https://www.hfcc.edu/campus-life/planetarium

 - At Henry Ford College in Dearborn

 - Hours unclear

 - Free admission

• Vollbrecht Planetarium: https://vollbrechtplanetarium.org/

 - At Morris Adler Elementary School in Southfield

 - Shows at 7pm on Wednesdays for series of 8 shows each spring, fall, and winter

 - Interactive lecture, visual presentation, star show, and prizes

 - Must pre-register at Southfield Parks & Recreation Dept.

 - Cost: $5/Southfield residents, $5.50/others

 - Unclear if shows still happening during COVID

• Longway Planetarium: https://sloanlongway.org/longway-planetarium/

 - In Flint (longer drive, but consistent shows and currently open to the

  public with social distancing measures)

 - Cost: $7/adults, $5/children 2-11 and seniors 60+, free/under 2

Additional Activities

1. Create your own planet!

Play an excerpt from one of the movements of The Planets and have the students listen to it 

and draw their own planet based on what they hear. Have them make up scientific facts and 

create their own astrological story. Prompt students with questions like: How big is your 

planet? Is your planet hot or cold? What kind of life is found on your planet, if any? Does 

your planet have any moons or rings? 

2. Listening Activity

Play a few short excerpts from The Planets and have the students write down what mood or 

character they think is being portrayed.

3. Horoscope Activity

Have students create a horoscope for three different zodiac signs, following a basic template 

that highlights moods and positive things that might occur in someone’s life. 
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